De Goudse Insurance
De Goudse is an independant insurance company with a history
that stretches back more than 85 years. In the Netherlands it
offers a wide selection of insurances. In other countries, such
as Denmark, Norway and Sweden, it specialises in travel and
expat insurances. De Goudse has about 850 employees and the
annual turnover is about € 700 million.

Goudse Schadeverzekeringen N.V. is registered with the
Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM) (Netherlands Authority for
the Financial Markets). De Goudse is based in Gouda at
Bouwmeesterplein 1 (Postbus 9, 2800 MA Gouda).
De Goudse personnel do not provide consultation on our own
insurance and financial products. De Goudse collaborates
closely with insurance agencies and other professional
consultants.
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The complete solution!

Hopefully your stay in The Netherlands will not bring you any unpleasant surprises.
But not all risks can be excluded. Fortunately, there is an excellent insurance
solution available. Complete and clear!

You want to avoid unnecessary financial risks?

The Expat Policy for Foreign Professionals in The Netherlands
offers a complete solution!
It’s an exciting time ahead! You are going to live, and perhaps also
work, in The Netherlands for some time. A new environment, new
people and new experiences. But also: a new language, which will
not always be clear to you. And new legislation, new rules and
undoubtedly plenty of other surprises.

Protection
Just like at home you will need good insurance to protect you
against financial risks. Like the risk that valuable belongings are
lost in a fire or are stolen while you are travelling. Not to mention
personal liability. And what if you urgently need to travel back
home because a relative is seriously ill? Your home insurances
have not been developed for your stay abroad so don’t expect
them to cover the costs.

Solution
Fortunately, there is a complete solution available, especially
developed for people like you: the Expat Policy for Foreign
Professionals in The Netherlands. It offers you the precise security
that you wish because you can compose your own policy,
choosing from six different insurances. And of course all
information is in clear English.
•

gouda service package

This unique insurance is not available anywhere else! It covers the costs
if relatives need to travel to the Netherlands because you are seriously ill
of have had an accident. And vice versa. In both cases accommodation
expenses are covered as well.

•

personal liability

This insurance covers the costs if you or a member of your family
accidentally causes damage to a third party and is held responsible.

•

household contents

Although Holland is a relatively safe country, we too have burglars. And
fires and thunderstorms occur in our country as well. This insurance
covers the damage to your belongings.

•
•

continuous travel

Both your personal and business trips are covered throughout the year.
Coverage includes theft, accidents, legal assistance and adventurous
sports. Plus evacuation and repatriation. If you wish you can include
cancellation insurance, so that your travel expenses will be refunded if
your trip is cancelled for an unexpected reason.

•

personal accidents

If an accident happens to you or a member of your family this can have
great impact. Money cannot undo the consequences but it can be very
useful. This insurance provides a sum of money if the accident results in
death or permanent disability.
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personal legal assistance

Conflicts can always occur. About a product of service you
have bought, for example. Or with a neighbour or your
employer. Dutch legislation is complex. Fortunately, this
insurance offers you the certainty of legal assistance when
you need it.

As you can see, the Expat Policy for Foreign
Professionals in the Netherlands offers you a complete
solution for your stay in The Netherlands. Your
independent insurance agent can tell you more about
it and will gladly be of assistance to you.
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